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Introducing Connect 360

Welcome to Connect 360: All the Bible for All of Life from BaptistWay Press®. 
Connect 360 communicates our mission to connect people to God through 
his word. Our Bible study materials are designed to equip people everywhere 
to discover biblical truth, to believe the truth revealed in the Bible, and to 
live out this truth in their everyday lives. You see this represented in our 
“Discover-Believe-Live” logo which outlines this discipleship process.

BIBLE
STUDY 
GUIDE 

Discover. Believe. Live.
A discipleship strategy focused on  
discovering, believing, and living  

out the truths of the Bible.

360
All the Bible for All of Life

Connect 360 exists to show all of
the Bible as instrumental in revealing  

God’s purpose and plan for life.

As evidenced in our tagline “All the Bible for All of Life,” we believe God’s 
word provides the wisdom and guidance we need to accomplish his will in 
the world. We also believe the Bible contains the truth we need to meet the 
challenges of life. We’re excited to unveil this new look as we continue to 
provide trusted, biblical resources for you and your church. 

Since 1999, BaptistWay Press® has published high quality Bible study 
resources, written by trusted Baptist authors. We commit to you to continue 
producing the same quality studies you expect from BaptistWay, written 
by Baptists who remain true to the biblical text and its interpretation. We 
believe all of the Bible, in its proper context, can teach and guide every part 
of our lives. Our mission is to help you and your church Discover the Truth 
of Scripture, Believe it, and Live it out every day. Welcome to Connect 360.
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How to Make the Best 
Use of This Issue

Whether you’re the teacher or a student—

1. Start early in the week before your class meets.

2. Overview the study. Review the table of contents and read the study 
introduction. Try to see how each lesson relates to the overall study.

3. Use your Bible to read and consider prayerfully the Scripture pas-
sages for the lesson. (You’ll see that each writer has chosen a favorite 
translation for the lessons in this issue. You’re free to use the Bible 
translation you prefer and compare it with the translation chosen for 
that unit, of course.)

4. After reading all the Scripture passages in your Bible, then read the 
writer’s comments. The comments are intended to be an aid to your 
study of the Bible.

5. Read the small articles—“sidebars”—in each lesson. They are intended 
to provide additional, enrichment information and inspiration and to 
encourage thought and application.

6. Try to answer for yourself the questions included in each lesson. 
They’re intended to encourage further thought and application, and 
they can also be used in the class session itself.

If you’re the teacher—
Do all of the things just mentioned, of course. As you begin the study 

with your class, be sure to find a way to help your class know the date on 
which each lesson will be studied. Here are some suggestions to guide your 
lesson preparation:
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A. In the first session of the study, briefly overview the study by iden-
tifying for your class the date on which each lesson will be studied. 
Lead your class to write the date in the table of contents on page 9 and 
on the first page of each lesson.
• Make and post a chart that indicates the date on which each lesson 

will be studied.
• If all of your class has e-mail, send them an e-mail with the dates 

the lessons will be studied.
• Provide a bookmark with the lesson dates. You may want to include 

information about your church and then use the bookmark as an 
outreach tool, too. A model for a bookmark can be downloaded from 
www.baptistwaypress.org under the “Teacher Helps” menu.

• Develop a sticker with the lesson dates, and place it on the table of 
contents or on the back cover.

B. Get a copy of the Teaching Guide, a companion piece to this Study 
Guide. The Teaching Guide contains additional Bible comments plus 
two teaching plans. The teaching plans in the Teaching Guide are 
intended to provide practical, easy-to-use teaching suggestions that 
will work in your class.

C. After you’ve studied the Bible passage, the lesson comments, and 
other material, use the teaching suggestions in the Teaching Guide 
to help you develop your plan for leading your class in studying each 
lesson.

D. Teaching resource items for use as handouts are available free at 
www.baptistwaypress.org under the “Teacher Helps” tab.

E. Additional Bible study comments on the lessons are available online. 
Call 1–866–249–1799 or e-mail baptistway@texasbaptists.org to 
order the Premium Commentary. It is available only in electronic 
format (PDF) from our website, www.baptistwaypress.org. The price 
of these comments for the entire study is $5 per person. A church or 
class that participates in our advance order program for free shipping 
can receive the Premium Commentary free. Call 1–866–249–1799 or 
see www.baptistwaypress.org to purchase or for information on par-
ticipating in our free shipping program for the next study.
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F. Additional teaching plans are also available in electronic format 
(PDF) by calling 1–866–249–1799. The price of these additional 
teaching plans for the entire study is $5 per person. A church or class 
that participates in our advance order program for free shipping can 
receive the Premium Teaching Plans free. Call 1–866–249–1799 or see 
www.baptistwaypress.org for information on participating in our free 
shipping program for the next study.

G. Enjoy leading your class in discovering the meaning of the Scripture 
passages and in applying these passages to their lives.

Do you use a Kindle?

This Connect 360 Bible Study Guide, along with several other studies, is 

available in a Kindle edition. The easiest way to find these materials is 

to search for “BaptistWay” on your Kindle, or go to www.amazon.com/

kindle and do a search for “BaptistWay.” The Kindle edition can be stud-

ied not only on a Kindle but also on your smartphone or tablet using the 

Kindle app available free from amazon.com/kindle.
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Introducing

Terror & Triumph
A STUDY OF REVELATION

Approaching This Study of Revelation

The Revelation to John has long been regarded as a difficult book to under-
stand, certainly by current readers but also by every generation of readers 
after the first. In the third century a.d., for example, Dionysius, the highly 
respected bishop of Alexandria, Egypt, sought to deal with a teaching about 
the millennium that was causing difficulty in that day. He did so by discour-
aging the literal interpretation of the book. According to the ancient church 
historian Eusebius, Dionysius also said of the Revelation, “I suppose that it 
is beyond my comprehension” and “it is too high for me to grasp.”1 So the 
struggle as to how to understand and interpret Revelation goes back quite a 
long way.

Certainly in our own day, the Book of Revelation continues to be a hot 
topic, even incendiary in nature. Perhaps more than any other book in 
the Bible, the interpretation of Revelation divides Christians, sometimes 
sharply.

If it is not seen as a book of division, Revelation certainly is seen as a book 
of mystery. What can we make of these images that often seem so bizarre? 
A starting place is to recognize the kind of book that Revelation is. Within 
the first four verses, we see this book described with names of two different 
kinds of literature and with a third kind of literature being implied.2
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The first verse speaks of the book as a “revelation” (Revelation 1:1), a 
translation of the Greek word that is transliterated as apocalypse. The Book 
of Revelation thus shares some of the characteristics of other apocalyptic 
literature with which its readers would have been familiar. Apocalyptic lit-
erature tended to include such elements as these: (1) depictions of an intense 
struggle between good and evil; (2) a concern for the end time; (3) the use 
of symbols that often seemed unusual, such as animals representing people 
and with numbers having significance beyond simply the numbers them-
selves; (4) descriptions of cataclysmic, overwhelming events; (5) accounts of 
visions; (6) prominent roles for angels and demons. Even if you’ve never read 
the Book of Revelation completely, you likely see that these elements can be 
found quite readily within it.

In addition to being apocalyptic literature, Revelation 1:3 refers to the 
book as “prophecy” (see also Rev. 22:19). That is, this God-inspired writing 
told forth—and tells forth—God’s message. This includes the forth telling 
of truth and the foretelling of future events.

Revelation 1:4 provides further information about the kind of litera-
ture included in this book. The form of this verse indicates that the Book 
of Revelation is also a letter “To the seven churches in the province of Asia” 
(1:4). This verse thus should serve rather pointedly to remind us that while 
the Revelation may speak to us, we are not its first intended readers. While 
some or all of the book may await fulfillment, we must remember as we try 
to understand the book that Revelation was written to people at a specific 
time and place in the first century a.d.

To what time and to what circumstances, though, was it written? 
Herschel Hobbs, the great Baptist statesman and Bible scholar, pointed out 
that two major dates have been suggested.3 The first is in the 60s a.d., during 
the time of the Roman emperor Nero, and the second is in the 90s a.d., 
during the time of the Roman emperor Domitian. For Hobbs and many other 
scholars, the nod goes to the latter date as being most likely. Hobbs suggests 
a.d. 95 as being the most likely date of the writing of the Revelation.4

When we are in doubt as to the meaning of a passage in the Revelation, 
as we often are, and when opinions about interpreting a passage differ and 
differ sharply, as they often do, we can help ourselves if we will come back 
to this first touchstone, which is important no matter what the Bible book 
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or passage is. That is, we should come back and ask what this passage most 
likely would have meant to its first readers. Only then should we allow our-
selves to settle on making application to current events. Even then humility 
should move us to settle on such applications only lightly.

Here is an additional touchstone for interpreting Revelation. We will help 
ourselves in understanding this book that is so often hard to understand if 
we recognize that its teachings are more about God and God’s Christ than 
about the future, whatever its details. The God of the Book of Revelation is 
a God who inspires awe. This God inspires awe in conquering his enemies.

Indeed, God’s conquest of God’s enemies occurs so easily that even 
when the scene is set for a great battle, what we see is not a battle but a 
quick victory (see 19:17–21). In fact, in the background of the entire Book 
of Revelation, even of the battle scenes, is the truth that the victory has 
been won already. The victory was won at the cross of Christ, the Lamb of 
God (5:6; 19:13), before which we can only stand in awe. Thus, the God of 
the Book of Revelation inspires awe in bringing redemption. Finally, when 
we get to the end of it all, we are awed to see a God who dwells with human 
beings and wipes the tears from their eyes (21:3–4).

The Book of Revelation in Our Day

The first readers of this book were dealing with great opposition and diffi-
cult, terrible circumstances. Maybe you are, too. If so, you may be in a better 
position to understand the book, for often the people who understand the 
Revelation best are those who are suffering for the sake of Christ. So, if you 
need encouragement, hope, and strength for dealing with difficult circum-
stances; that is what you will find in the Book of Revelation. In vivid pictures, 
this book reminds us that God will overcome everything that opposes God 
and threatens his people.

This is the second time BaptistWay Press® has produced a study 
on the Book of Revelation. For a complete listing of our studies see 
www.baptistwaypress.org.
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TERROR & TRIUMPH: A STUDY OF REVELATION

Lesson 1 The Revelation of Jesus Christ Revelation 1

Lesson 2 Jesus’ Letters to the Churches Revelation 2:1–11; 3:1–6, 
14–21

Lesson 3 The Lamb is Worthy Revelation 4:1–6; 5:1–14

Lesson 4 Six Seals Opened Revelation 6

Lesson 5 Intermission One: God’s People 
Preserved

Revelation 7

Lesson 6 Trumpets of Judgment Revelation 8; 9:1–6, 13–15, 
20–21

Lesson 7 Intermission Two: Faithful 
Witnesses

Revelation 10:1–9; 11:1–15

Lesson 8 Saints vs. the Serpent Revelation 12:1–6, 13–17; 
13:1–4, 11–18

Lesson 9 The Forces of Evil Receive 
Judgment

Revelation 14:1–13

Lesson 10 Songs of Victory and Scenes of 
Destruction

Revelation 15:1–8;  
16:12–21

Lesson 11 Babylon Falls Revelation 17:1–6; 18:1–8

Lesson 12 The Return of the King Revelation 19:11–21; 
20:1–10

Lesson 13 A New Heaven and a New Earth Revelation 21:1–8; 22:1–7, 
16–17

Additional Resources for Studying the Revelation to John5

Morris Ashcraft. “Revelation.” The Broadman Bible Commentary. Volume 12. 

Nashville, Tennessee: Broadman Press, 1972.

William Barclay. The Revelation of John. Volumes 1 and 2. Second edition. 

Philadelphia: The Westminster Press, 1960.

G. K. Beale. The Book of Revelation. Grand Rapids, Michigan: Eerdmans, 1999.

G. R. Beasley-Murray. The Book of Revelation. New Century Bible. 

Greenwood, South Carolina: The Attic Press, 1974.

Joe Blair. Introducing the New Testament. Nashville: Broadman & Holman, 

1994.

James L. Blevins. Revelation. Knox Preaching Guides. Atlanta: John Knox 

Press, 1984.

———. Revelation as Drama. Nashville, Tennessee: Broadman Press, 1984.
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Eugene Boring. Revelation. Interpretation: A Bible Commentary for 

Teaching and Preaching. Louisville: John Knox Press, 1989.

Herschel H. Hobbs. The Cosmic Drama: An Exposition of the Book of 

Revelation. Waco, Texas: Word Books, Publisher, 1971.

Craig S. Keener. The NIV Application Commentary: Revelation. Grand 

Rapids, Michigan: Zondervan Publishing House, 2000.

George Eldon Ladd. A Commentary on the Revelation of John. Grand 

Rapids, Michigan: William B. Eerdmans Publishing Company, 1972.

Edward A. McDowell. The Meaning and Message of the Book of Revelation. 

Nashville, Tennessee: Broadman Press, 1951.

Bruce M. Metzger. Breaking the Code: Understanding the Book of 

Revelation. Nashville, Tennessee: Abingdon Press, 1993.

John P. Newport. The Lion and the Lamb: A Commentary on the Book of 

Revelation for Today. Nashville, Tennessee: Broadman and Holman 

Publishers, 1986.

Eugene H. Peterson. Reversed Thunder: The Revelation of John and the 

Praying Imagination. San Francisco: HarperCollins, 1988.

Christopher C. Rowland. “The Book of Revelation.” The New Interpreter’s 

Bible. Volume XII. Nashville: Abingdon Press, 1998.

Ray Summers. Worthy Is the Lamb. Nashville, Tennessee: Broadman Press, 

1951.

Merrill C. Tenney. Interpreting Revelation. Grand Rapids, Michigan: William 

B. Eerdmans Publishing, 1957.

Notes

1. Eusebius, History of the Church, VII.25. See http://www.newadvent.org/fathers/250107.htm, 
cited by G. R. Beasley-Murray, The Book of Revelation, New Century Bible (Greenwood, 
South Carolina: The Attic Press, 1974), 32–33.

2. Beasley-Murray, Revelation, 12. Dr. George Beasley-Murray, a Baptist, was an excep-
tionally gifted student and teacher of the New Testament, especially of Johannine 
literature and apocalyptic literature as well as of topics related to the kingdom of God.

3. Herschel H. Hobbs, The Cosmic Drama: An Exposition of the Book of Revelation (Waco, 
Texas: Word Books, Publisher, 1971), 11.

4. See John P. Newport, The Lion and the Lamb: A Commentary on the Book of Revelation 
for Today (Nashville, Tennessee: Broadman and Holman Publishers, 1986), 64–66. 
Beasley-Murray, The Book of Revelation, 37–38.

5. Listing a book does not imply full agreement by the writers or BAPTISTWAY PRESS® 
with all of its comments.
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Introduction

Many Christians are hesitant to study the Book of Revelation based on 
confusion, fear of the text itself, or fear of the period it explains. Some 
Christians have chosen to ignore the book altogether, but John wrote it to 
strengthen and encourage believers living in uncertain times, not to lead 
them into fear or confusion.1

Revelation 1
1 The revelation of Jesus Christ, which God gave him to show his 

servants what must soon take place. He made it known by sending his 

angel to his servant John, 2 who testifies to everything he saw—that is, 

the word of God and the testimony of Jesus Christ. 3 Blessed is the one 

who reads the words of this prophecy, and blessed are those who hear 

it and take to heart what is written in it, because the time is near. 
4 John, 

To the seven churches in the province of Asia: Grace and peace to 

you from him who is, and who was, and who is to come, and from 

the seven spirits 5 before his throne, and from Jesus Christ, who is the 

faithful witness, the firstborn from the dead, and the ruler of the kings 

of the earth. 
6 To him who loves us and has freed us from our sins by his blood, 

and has made us to be a kingdom and priests to serve his God and 

Father—to him be glory and power for ever and ever! Amen. 
7 Look, he is coming with the clouds, 

and every eye will see him, 

even those who pierced him; 

and all the peoples of the earth will mourn because of him. 

So shall it be! Amen. 
8 ”I am the Alpha and the Omega,” says the Lord God, “who is, and 

who was, and who is to come, the Almighty.” 
9 I, John, your brother and companion in the suffering and kingdom 

and patient endurance that are ours in Jesus, was on the island of 

Patmos because of the word of God and the testimony of Jesus. 10 On 

the Lord’s Day I was in the Spirit, and I heard behind me a loud voice 

like a trumpet, 11 which said: “Write on a scroll what you see and send 
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it to the seven churches: to Ephesus, Smyrna, Pergamum, Thyatira, 

Sardis, Philadelphia and Laodicea.” 
12 I turned around to see the voice that was speaking to me. 

And when I turned I saw seven golden lampstands, 13 and among 

the lampstands was someone “like a son of man,” dressed in a robe 

reaching down to his feet and with a golden sash around his chest. 
14 His head and hair were white like wool, as white as snow, and his 

eyes were like blazing fire. 15 His feet were like bronze glowing in a 

furnace, and his voice was like the sound of rushing waters. 16 In 

his right hand he held seven stars, and out of his mouth came a 

sharp double-edged sword. His face was like the sun shining in all its 

brilliance. 
17 When I saw him, I fell at his feet as though dead. Then he placed 

his right hand on me and said: “Do not be afraid. I am the First and the 

Last. 18 I am the Living One; I was dead, and behold I am alive for ever 

and ever! And I hold the keys of death and Hades. 
19 ”Write, therefore, what you have seen, what is now and what will 

take place later. 20 The mystery of the seven stars that you saw in my 

right hand and of the seven golden lampstands is this: The seven stars 

are the angels of the seven churches, and the seven lampstands are the 

seven churches.

A Letter of Encouragement (1:1–2)

The Book of Revelation is not a cryptic code only broken by the highly intel-
ligent or Bible scholars. It is a letter of encouragement and comfort for those 
living in difficult days, often because of their faith in Jesus. It is Jesus’ final 
words of hope and victory. He holds the keys of death and Hades (Rev. 1:18), 
indicating that by his death, Jesus unlocked the prison doors of judgment. 
Therefore, we can trust that he is in complete control of the future, whatever 
that may be.

Like any letter, the Book of Revelation has an author, an audience, and 
a message. Understanding the author and the original audience helps us to 
understand the message more clearly today. The writer of Revelation was the 
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Apocalypse

Apocalypse means “to uncover or reveal something hidden,” hence the 

English name Revelation. In the Bible, the term refers to writing that uses 

symbolic language to describe how God will interact with humans in 

the near or distant future. The point of apocalyptic literature is to shed 

light on what God will do, not shroud it in darkness. The language is 

used to describe things in a general way that people of all generations 

can understand, at least to some degree, but that also solicits a strong 

response.

There are four common characteristics to all apocalyptic literature:

1. A struggle between God’s goodness and ultimate evil (Satan or his 

followers)

2. A final predetermined victory by God

3. The use of imagery to emphatically describe the people, places, 

and activity of the end times

4. Rest and peace once the events conclude

Other books of the Bible that are apocalyptic, at least in part, include 

Daniel, Ezekiel, and Zechariah.

Apostle John, brother of James and son of Zebedee. He was one of the earli-
est disciples of Jesus, and he was exiled late in life for his Christian faith. 
Tradition holds that when John had the vision that would become the Book 
of Revelation, he was the sole survivor of Christ’s twelve original disciples, 
living into his nineties.

John was the only disciple present at the death of Jesus, and his brother 
James was the first apostle martyred for his faith (Acts 12:1–2). One by one, 
John witnessed or received news of the death of each of the original dis-
ciples. He also witnessed the persecution of Christians under Emperor Nero 
(64–68 a.d.). At the end of his life, he was living in exile on the barren, rocky 
island of Patmos. John knew suffering (Rev. 1:9).

The opening phrase of this book could be translated “the revelation 
from Jesus Christ” as easily as “the revelation of Jesus Christ.” Most schol-
ars identify the syntax to mean this book is a revelation from Jesus, but it 
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is also about him. This juxtaposition is an important actuality. Jesus did 
not directly author the other books of the Bible. Indeed, the Holy Spirit 
inspired the Scriptures, but the Book of Revelation is different. It contains 
the words of Jesus as revealed to John, who acted as one taking dictation 
for Jesus, as Jesus himself foretold end-of-time events. Jesus gave John, 
and consequently all Christians, a message of hope and encouragement in 
times of suffering and difficulty. Revelation is a much fuller response by 
Jesus to the disciples’ question found in Matthew 24: “Tell us, when will 
these things happen, and what will be the sign of your coming, and of the 
end of the age?”

Revelation 1:4 reveals the original audience as the seven churches listed 
in chapters two and three. The message of Revelation first speaks to these 
churches in Asia Minor (modern-day Turkey) which was in the heart of the 
Christian world, located between Rome and Jerusalem. The region included 
major cities vital to military operations and commerce. However, the mes-
sage of encouragement stretched far beyond this region since the book refers 
to the days leading up the return of Jesus and what will take place through-
out the entire world and among all Christians.

A Message of Hope and Endurance (1:3–6)

The message of the Book of Revelation is one of hope and endurance. Instead 
of approaching the Scripture with fear and confusion, we should read it with 
an eye for what God will do in the end. In fact, we are considered “blessed” 
when we read it (1:3).

The first chapter of Revelation offers two main reasons for reading 
the book with optimistic enthusiasm. First, we are encouraged because of 
who Jesus is. He is everlasting (1:4, 8, 18), the firstborn from the dead (1:5, 
18), and the ruler of the kings of the earth (1:5). Second, we are encouraged 
because of our calling as Christians. We, who have received grace and peace 
from God (1:4) and who have experienced his love and freedom (1:5), have 
been made to be a kingdom of priests to serve his God and Father (1:6).

Our calling is not to an easy, safe Christian experience. If it were, we 
would be confused and frustrated whenever life becomes difficult. There 
is no promise of a problem-free life as a Christian until Revelation 19–22, 
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which reveals how the story ends. In the meantime, we are called to serve 
God’s purposes. We are to advance his kingdom and to act as priests between 
him and those who do not know him. The Apostle Peter calls the church “a 
spiritual house to be a holy priesthood” (1 Peter 2:5).

Encouragement through Vivid Images (1:7–20)

Although the images and symbols depicted in the Book of Revelation 
can be confusing, they can also be understood in a meaningful way. The 
vibrant imagery evokes emotion and detailed explanation in much the 
same manner as today’s pictures and video. Realizing that Jesus is the “he” 
of Revelation 1:7 (see also Rev. 2:18, “Son of God”), this verse reveals that 
“he is coming with the clouds” as a fulfillment of the prophecies found in 
Daniel 7:13 and Acts 1:9–11. Alpha is the first letter of the Greek alphabet 
and Omega is the last. By stating, “I am the Alpha and Omega” Jesus was 
communicating, “I am the beginning and the end,” or “the total package.” 
There is nothing greater than God, nothing before or after him.

Revelation 1:12–16 depicts images that can be easily demystified. The 
image of seven golden lampstands is reminiscent of the seven-branch lamp-
stand found first in the tabernacle and then in the temple, and referenced 
in Zechariah 4:2, another apocalyptic text,. The Revelation passage does not 
describe these lampstands as connected or separated, but verse 20 states 
they represent the seven churches referenced in chapters two and three, 
which serve as light in darkness and the presence of God among his people.

Jesus is the “son of man” mentioned in Revelation 1:13. The description 
of a robe covering the feet of Jesus illustrates his importance. In Bible times, 
only dignitaries, priests, and royalty wore long robes. Commoners would 
have found long robes cumbersome for everyday work. Flowing robes may 
not sound extravagant today until we consider the dress of a modern bride 
with lace, a train, and an enormous amount of fabric. Such a dress is not for 
everyday activities. It is worn to set the bride apart as beautiful and special 
on her wedding day. Such will be the case of the long robe and golden sash 
Jesus will wear, depicting royalty, on the day described in Revelation 1:13.

The white hair described in 1:14 represents a collection of things: eternal 
age, wisdom, purity, and holiness. The blazing eyes portray one who is an 
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all-perceiving, all-seeing, all-knowing, and perfect judge. (Revelation 19:12 
also links these blazing eyes to Jesus, the rider on the white horse.) A modern 
way of saying “blazing eyes,” is “eyes that pierce the soul.” The bronze feet 
described in 1:15 represent strength and an unshakeable, immovable foun-
dation, which describes Jesus’ power.

The use of the words voice and mouth in verses 12 and 15 is central to 
this first chapter of Revelation. Jesus is the Word of God (John 1:1), and 
he created all things (John 1:1–3, Hebrews 1:1–3 and Colossians 1:16–17). 
The voice John heard sounded like a mighty rush of water. Anyone who has 
ever stood near a waterfall can relate to the deafening roar heard by John in 
his vision. The sword coming out of the mouth of Jesus is his penetrating, 
cutting, dividing, and revealing word from which there will be no escape 
(Heb. 4:12).

This Revelation 1 image of Jesus seems strange when painted on canvas 
because it is not intended to be an exact representation of him. The imagery 
speaks truth in the strongest language possible, setting up the language of 
the rest of the book. Revelation uses figurative language and graphic illus-
trations to describe events in both John’s day and the distant future (1:19). 
John had no casual reaction to this appearance of Jesus. He immediately 
fell as though he were dead. Daniel had a similar response when he had a 

Son of Man

Jesus’ use of the title “Son of Man” is not a denial of his divinity, but 

an assertion of both his humanity and divinity. The title has two func-

tions. As a human being, Jesus identified himself as part of humanity. As 

divine, Jesus pointed to his role of being the servant and deliverer of all of 

humanity. The title “Son of Man” is one of Jesus’ favorite descriptions for 

himself; he used it more than eighty times throughout the Gospels when 

referring to himself, including Matthew 8:20, Mark 2:28, and Luke 21:27. 

The title is found 107 times in the Old Testament, mostly in Ezekiel and 

Daniel, and refers to the Messiah directly or indirectly in nearly all of its 

usages. Daniel 7:13–14 places the Son of Man with the Ancient of Days as 

the supreme eternal ruler. It is quite clear that the Son of Man in John’s 

vision is King Jesus.
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vision from God (Daniel 8:27). The responses of these two men challenge 
the modern notion of casually entering the presence of Jesus as though he 
is an ordinary buddy or friend. Remember that John was the closest friend 
Jesus had on earth, and yet John crumbled to the ground when he saw Jesus 
in his true holy essence.

Implications and Actions

Revelation is a book that some choose to ignore altogether while others read 
it as though they are trying to solve a cosmic puzzle. Neither approach is 
appropriate. Instead, we are encouraged to read the Book of Revelation as a 
blessing (1:3) for several reasons. We are blessed to have some general under-
standing of the end of time. With this knowledge, the church today may be 
better prepared for what lies ahead, just as the words of Jesus in Matthew 
24–25 propelled Christians to escape Jerusalem when it fell in 70 a.d.. (Most 
of them were in Pella when the Romans destroyed Jerusalem.) Additionally, 
all Christians everywhere and at all times are encouraged by the message 
of Revelation when things are difficult. Our hope lies beyond our momen-
tary suffering; it rests in the eternal Christ Jesus. Finally, although there 
are a lot of dark passages, Revelation is also filled with passages of victory, 
overcoming, and ultimate rest and peace. It reminds Christians everywhere 
that Jesus is in complete control, no matter what may happen. No other 
book in the Bible provides such a comprehensive view of ultimate triumph 
as Revelation.

Questions

1. Imagine you are John. After a lifetime of serving Jesus and enduring 
suffering and loss, you are now imprisoned on a remote island. How 
would you respond to seeing Jesus and learning of his vision?
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2. Do you shy away from reading or studying the Book of Revelation? 
Why or why not?

3. Why do you think the Book of Revelation contains such descriptive 
language?
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4. How does John’s vision of Jesus apply to you?

Notes

1. Unless otherwise indicated, all Scripture quotations in lessons 1–7 are from the New 
International Version (1984 edition).


